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Abstract

It has been acknowledged that a firm normally enters a new-market to obtain a profit from it. However, the emerging literature and management practices alike indicate that the entry motivations of established firms are much more complicated than usually assumed. With a critical review of the literature about firms’ new-market entry, we suggest a two-dimensional scheme for various entry motivations. The first dimension represents the extent to which the profits from the new market are relatively more emphasized than the corporate benefits as a whole in new market entry decisions. The second dimension demonstrates how much a potential entrant relies on the competitors’ entry decisions/behaviors when making new market entry decisions. To explain the inter-firm variability on these two motivation dimensions, we examine the firm’s environmental/contextual factors that may lead to the different levels of these motivation dimensions, which include environmental turbulence, competitive intensity, and the stages of the product life-cycle of the new market. Based on these two dimensions of entry motivations, we demonstrate the four different categories of new-market entrants and discuss their characteristics and required resources to be successful. Understanding motivations as well as their contextual influences for a new-market entry should help an incumbent firm to find appropriate entry execution strategies and to predict and dexterously respond to other firms’ new-market entry behaviors.
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